Basket – Game Rules
Playing with
10 players. Ages: 4 and up.

The Game Contains
50 cards and game rules.

The Object of the Game
To remember the longest list of items which have been
put in “a basket”.

How to Play
Shuffle the cards and place them in a face-down draw
pile at the center. The youngest player plays first. This
player turns over the top card of the draw pile and places
it face up next to it. (Opening “the basket”). While doing
so, the player should say out loud: “I put a … in the
basket.” Feeling the blank by naming the item he just put
in. The tern then goes to the next player (clockwise) who
has to add another item and so on. For example: The first
player started with bananas and said: “I put bananas in
the basket” The second player added avocado and says: “I
put bananas and avocado in the basket”. The third player
added pasta and said: I put bananas, avocado and pasta
in the basket”… and so on. The list gets longer and longer
as the players keep filling the basket. Each player must
place the item card on top of the basket pile so always
only the last item is visible.
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End of a round
A round ends when one player fails to remember and
repeat the complete list in the right order. When this
happens, the player who played before him, (who was
the last to recall the list), wins the basket. The player
who failed, starts a new basket and a new round.

Last Round
The game ends when the last card has been put in the
last basket. If the player who put the last card repeats the
list correctly, he wins the last basket. The game ends and
the winner is the player who holds the most cards.

Have fun
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